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We have studied the P → γ ? γ ? form factor in Resonance Chiral Theory, with P = π 0 ηη 0 , to compute the contribution of the pseudoscalar pole to the hadronic light-by-light piece of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon. In this work we allow the leading U(3) chiral symmetry
breaking terms, obtaining the most general expression for the form factor up to O(m2P ). The parameters of the Effective Field Theory are obtained by means of short distance constraints on the
form factor and matching with the expected behavior from QCD. Those parameters that cannot be
fixed in this way are fitted to experimental determinations of the form factor within the spacelike
region. Chiral symmetry relations among the transition form factors for π 0 , η and η 0 allow for a
simultaneous fit to experimental data for the three mesons. This shows an inconsistency between
the BaBar π 0 data and the rest of the experimental inputs. Thus, we find a total pseudoscalar pole
contribution of aP,HLbL
= (8.47 ± 0.16) · 10−10 for our best fit (that neglecting the BaBar π 0 data).
µ
Also, a preliminary rough estimate of the impact of NLO in 1/NC corrections and higher vector
+0.5
multiplets (asym) enlarges the uncertainty up to aP,HLbL
= (8.47 ± 0.16stat ± 0.09NC −0.0
)10−10 .
µ
asym
This contribution is based on our work in ref. [1].
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1. Introduction
The intrinsic magnetic moment of particles is an outstanding observable, thanks to the first
measurement of the magnetic moment of silver atoms in Stern-Gerlach experiments, the noncommutative nature of angular momentum was made evident. Also, it helped us realize there is an
intrinsic angular momentum associated to each fundamental particle, known as spin. This was a
crucial discovery for the description of fundamental particles through the development of Quantum
Field Theory and their electromagnetic interactions by means of Quantum Electrodynamics (QED).

a=

g−2
.
2

(1.2)

Ever since, the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron, ae , has been measured in evermore
precise ways, demanding more precise theoretical determinations of it.
On the other hand, if one is interested in the search for Beyond Standard Model (BSM) effects
in this observable one has to take into account that dimension six operators will be proportional
to the fermion mass divided by heavy BSM scales. Since any observable depends on the squared
modulus of the amplitude, such BSM effects will give considerably larger contributions on heavier
particles1 . Being that the muon is ∼ 200 times heavier than the electron, BSM effects will yield
a higher signal in aµ than in ae . These effects would be even higher in the τ lepton, however aτ
is still compatible with zero2 [7]. Hence, the study of intrinsic magnetic moment of fundamental
particles is still a very interesting subject nowadays.
1 The

observable used for measuring aµ is the µ decay width Γ(µ → νµ eνe ), where its polarization is known. This
allows to measure the precession due to the interaction with the applied magnetic field.
2 Although, there is an extraordinary proposition for measuring a by inserting a target inside the beampipe at the
τ
LHCb experiment, far from the main region of collisions. The produced τ’s would cross the pipe and enter a crystal
where a sufficiently large electromagnetic field can be obtained, due to the potential between crystalographic planes of
a bent crystal, to give the precession of the lepton [5]. More details on the experimental arrange are given in [6].
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The magnetic moment of a particle is defined to be the coupling strength between its electromagnetic current and a magnetic field. As a result of this, one finds that the magnetic moment must
be proportional to the angular momentum of the particle. One can compute the intrinsic magnetic
moment for fundamental particles that couple to the electromagnetic field calculating their interaction with a classic electromagnetic field (as done by Dirac [2]). This approach gives an intrinsic
magnetic moment
q
µ = g s,
(1.1)
2m
where q is the electric charge, m is the mass of the particle, s is the spin and g = 2 is the gyromagnetic factor. A precise measurement done by Isidor Isaac Rabi’s group [3] showed a deviation from
the value given by Dirac. This was explained by Julian Schwinger who computed the quantum
correction to the interaction strength between the electromagnetic current and the magnetic field,
leading him to develop the necessary tools to renormalize QED in order to calculate the NLO cor

rection [4], δ µ/µ = α/π + O (α/π)2 , eliminating the incompatibility. The quantum corrections
to g = 2 define the anomalous magnetic moment
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Figure 1: Hadronic contributions to aµ . The diagram on the left-hand-side represents all contributions from
the hadronic vacuum to the self energy of the virtual photon, called Hadronic Vacuum Polarization (HVP).
The diagram on the right-hand-side represents all contributions from elastic scattering of two photons, called
Hadronic Light-by-Light scattering (HLbL).

The remaining contributions are those containing quarks and strong interactions, these are separated into two parts, the Hadronic Vacuum Polarization (HVP) and the Hadronic Light-by-Light
scattering (HLbL), given in figure 1. The former can be extracted completely from experimental data on Rhad = σ (e+ e− → hadrons)/σ (e+ e− → µ + µ − ) and contributes with an uncertainty
∆aµ HVP = 3.4 · 10−10 [7]; the latter cannot be fully obtained from experimental observables3 and
needs to be obtained either numerically or on a model dependent basis. However, this contributes
with an error ∆aµ HLbL = 2.6 · 10−10 [7]. These uncertainties are of the same order of magnitude as
that given by the experiment. The most interesting fact is that the theoretical prediction is smaller
than the measured aµ , having an incompatibility4 of ∼ 3.5σ . This has motivated new experiments
aiming to increase the precision in the determination of aµ , reducing the experimental error by, at
least, a factor 4 in both, E34 at J-PARC [13] and muon g-2 at Fermilab [14]. Therefore, an effort
must be done in the theoretical part to reduce the uncertainty by a similar factor. Since the HLbL
part cannot be, nowadays, completely obtained from experiment, a deeper analysis of this part is
necessary in order to reduce its uncertainty.
This work is focused on the main contribution to the HLbL piece of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, aHLbL
, which is given by the pseudoscalar exchange between pairs of
µ
P,HLbL
photons, aµ
, [15] as shown in figure 2. All that is needed to compute such contributions to
aµ is the Transition Form Factor (TFF), FPγ ? γ ? (q2 , p2 ), of the pseudoscalar mesons coupling to
3 See,

however, the outstanding effort done in this direction from [9, 10, 11].
is also an incompatibility between a recent measurement of ae and the theoretical prediction, which uses a
more precise determination of α, of ∼ 2.4σ [12]. However, it is noteworthy that the theoretical prediction is greater than
the experimental one, contrary to the aµ case.
4 There

2
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The current experimental value [7] of aµ = (11 659 209.1 ± 6.3) · 10−10 , has been compared
with very precise theoretical predictions. These can be devided in three main parts, namely the
QED part which contains contributions mainly from virtual leptons and their electromagnetic interactions up to order (α/π)5 [8]. This is the main contribution to the total aµ . Nevertheless, its
uncertainty, ∆aµ QED = 0.008 · 10−10 , is three orders of magnitude smaller than the experimental
one. The second is the electroweak contribution which accounts for electroweak interactions excluding those which are pure electromagnetic interactions. The computation of these up to two
loops gives an uncertainty ∆aµ EW = 0.10 · 10−10 [7], which is still very small compared to the experimental one.
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π 0, η, η ′

Figure 2: Main contribution to the Hadronic Light-by-Light piece of aµ .

2. Flavour U(3) breaking
In this section, we will not show the full basis of operators ([17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24]),
but will only show those which bring about the U(3) breaking terms; the complete description
is given in [1]. To consistently include all terms which break U(3), an O(p6 ) odd-intrinsic RχT
Lagrangian with no resonances must be considered. The contributions of O(p4 ) will be given by
the Wess-Zumino-Witten functional [22]. The relevant non-resonant operators of O(p6 ) are
OW
7 = iεµναβ hχ− f + f + i,
µν αβ

OW
8 = iεµναβ hχ− i h f + f + i,
µν αβ

µ
OW
22 = iεµναβ hu {∇ρ f + , f + }i.
ρν

αβ

(2.1)

A correction to the vector resonance-photon coupling will be given by the interaction5
λV
µν
LV J = √ hVµν { f+ , χ+ }i.
2

(2.2)

There is also a correction to the mass of the vector resonances from V-V interactions6
LVV = −eVm {Vµν V µν χ+ }.
5 This
6 This

(2.3)

interaction term is the only single-trace operator O(m2P ) from those given in [24].
term generates a mass spliting effect in the nonet of resonances, inducing an explicit U(3) breaking effect.

3
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two off-shell photons with virtualities q2 and p2 . As has been shown in ref [16], aP,HLbL
is alµ
2
2
most fully determined by contributions at Euclidian squared photon momenta −q , −p . 1 GeV2 .
Therefore, it will be dominated mainly by the lowest-lying resonant part of the TFF and higher
energies effects will give very small contributions. To describe the pseudoscalar-TFF we rely on
the extension of χPT [17] which incorporates the lightest resonances in a chiral invariant way [18],
namely Resonance Chiral Theory (RχT). Instead of using the complete basis of operators for resonances [19], we will rely on the more simple basis given in [20] to model vector meson interactions
with pseudo-Goldstone bosons, since both are equivalent for describing vertices involving only
one pseudo-Goldstone [21]; nevertheless, we will use [19] to account for pseudoscalar resonances
effects. The novelty in our approach is that we account for all the leading order terms that break
explicitly chiral symmetry, which enter as corrections in powers of the squared pseudo-Goldstone
bosons masses, m2P .
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As a result, the masses of the vector resonances are given by
Mρ2 = Mω2 = MV2 − 4eVm m2π ,

Mφ2 = MV2 − 4eVm ∆22Kπ ,

(2.4)

where ∆22Kπ = 2m2K − m2π and MV is the mass associated with the vector nonet in the chiral and large
NC limits.

3. Transition Form Factor

MP→γ ? γ ? = ie2 ε µναβ q1 µ q2 ν ε1∗ α ε2∗ β FPγ ? γ ? (q21 , q22 ),

(3.1)

where εi = ε(qi ) is the polarization of the photon with momentum qi . Here, Bose symmetry implies
FPγ ? γ ? (q21 , q22 ) = FPγ ? γ ? (q22 , q21 ). One can impose relations among the parameters of the model by
demanding that the TFF exhibits the short-distance behaviour expected from QCD [25, 26],
lim FPγ ? γ ? (q2 , q2 ) = O(q−2 )

and

q2 →∞

lim FPγγ ? (0, q2 ) = O(q−2 ).

q2 →∞

(3.2)

The full list of constraints obtained in this way for the parameters are shown in ref [1]. After
applying the relations among parameters, the simplified expression of the TFF for π 0 reads
Fπγ ? γ ? (q21 , q22 ) =

? − N M2 M2
32π 2 m2π FV2 d123
C V ρ

12π 2 Fπ Dρ (q21 )Dρ (q22 )

,

(3.3)

where Fπ is the π decay constant, DR (q2 ) = MR2 − q2 is the denominator of the propagator of
? is a free
the vector-meson resonance R, with the resonance masses MR given by (2.4), and d123
parameter. Analogously, the simplified expression for the TFF of the η is given by
Fηγ ? γ ? (q21 , q22 ) =

1
12π 2 FDρ (q21 )Dρ (q22 )Dφ (q21 )Dφ (q22 )

×

(3.4)

i
√
NC MV2 h
5Cq Mρ2 Dφ (q21 )Dφ (q22 ) − 2Cs Mφ2 Dρ (q21 )Dρ (q22 )
3
2
? m2 h
i
√
32π FV2 d123
η
+
(5Cq Dφ (q21 )Dφ (q22 ) − 2Cs Dρ (q21 )Dρ (q22 )
3
i
√
256π 2 FV2 d2? h
2
2
2
2
2
2
−
(5Cq ∆ηπ Dφ (q1 )Dφ (q2 ) + 2Cs ∆2Kπη Dρ (q1 )Dρ (q2 ) ,
3



−

where d2? is a free parameter, ∆2ηπ = m2η − m2π , ∆22Kπη = 2m2K − m2π − m2η and Cq/s are the η − η 0
mixing parameters. The TFF for the η 0 can be obtained from this by the substitutions mη → mη 0 ,
Cq → Cq0 and Cs → −Cs0 .

4
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The Transition Form Factor (TFF) is defined through the P → γ ? γ ? decay amplitude, where
the dressing of the photons comes from the interaction with resonances and pseudo-Goldstones
through their respective operators
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As said previously, the evaluation of the contribution from the pseudo-Goldstone exchange is
obtained by using the integral expressions given in ref. [16] substituting the TFF for each contribution. To get to these expressions, one has to assume that the form factor can be expressed in the
following way
"
#
1
F
2
2
2
2
FPγ ? γ ? (q1 , q2 ) =
f (q ) + ∑ 2
g (q ) .
(3.5)
2 Vi 1
3
Vi MVi − q2

Figure 3: Fitted spacelike π 0 -TFF. The red region shows the TFF using all data within 1-σ and the green
region is the one excluding the BaBar data. The red diamonds are the BaBar data [32].

The fit including all data (fit1) gave a total χ 2 /do f = 150./101. In comparison, the fit neglecting only the BaBar π 0 data from the whole set (fit 2), gave an improved value of χ 2 /do f = 69./84,
which we regarded as our best fit. The π 0 -TFF prediction for both fits are shown in Fig. 3, where
Q2 = −q2 is the Euclidean squared momentum.

4. Pseudo-Goldstone pole contribution to aHLbL
µ
4.1 Meson exchange prediction with one vector resonance multiplet
The contribution from the pseudo-Goldstone pole to the HLbL piece of aµ , aP,HLbL
, is obµ
tained using the integral representation given in [16]. The total pseudo-Goldstone contribution is
5
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After applying the short distance constraints, the function f (q2 ) vanishes for all the form factors,
in accordance with previous determinations of such function [16, 27].
Since some of the parameters could not be constrained by imposing the correct high-energy
behavior of the TFF, we fit them to experimental determinations excluding the time-like (q2 > 0) region of photon four-momenta, since radiative corrections might give large contributions to the TFF
in such region [28]. We fitted simultaneously the parameters of our TFF of the π 0 , η and η 0 mesons
to the decay widths of the three pseudo-Goldstones given by [7], also to the singly off-shell TFF
from CELLO [29] and CELLO [30] for the three pseudo-Goldstones, LEP for η 0 [31], BaBar for π 0
[32], BaBar for η and η 0 [33] and Belle for π 0 [34]. All further details on the fit are given in ref [1].
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estimated using a Monte Carlo run with 5 · 103 events which randomly generates the eight fit parameters with a normal distribution according to their mean values, errors and correlations. The
contributions from the three pseudo-Goldstones are integrated at the same time, accounting in this
way for the correlation between the three contributions. Thus we obtain
aP,HLbL
= (8.47 ± 0.16) · 10−10 .
µ

(4.1)

We also study aP,HLbL
by taking chiral and large NC limits of the TFF, keeping the physical
µ
masses in the integration kernels, giving (F/Fπ )2 aP,LbL
= 8.27 · 10−10 . This is obtained with the
µ
central values of the parameters of our best fit in these limits. Comparing the latter with the central
value of our contribution and taking F ≈ Fπ , we see that the chiral corrections account for a ∼ 2.5%
(up to corrections in F/Fπ ). This suggests that further chiral corrections (NNLO), suppressed by
additional powers of m2P , must be negligible.

4.2 Further error analysis
The NLO effects in the 1/NC expansion can be estimated by including the effects of the offshell width in the ρ meson propagator. The NLO contributions to the latter are accounted mainly
by the ππ and KK loops, the expression for such corrections reads [35]
q2 Mρ2
96π 2 Fπ2



1
2
2
Aπ (q ) + AK (q ) ,
2

(4.2)



m2P
m2P 5
σP (q2 ) + 1
3 2
AP (q ) = log 2 + 8 2 − + σP (q ) log
,
Mρ
q
3
σP (q2 ) − 1

(4.3)

Mρ2 − q2

→

Mρ2 − q2 +

where the loop functions are given by
2

q
4m2
being σP (s) = 1 − s P . It is worth to notice that the loop functions are real for q2 < 4m2P , so
that the propagator is real in the whole spacelike (q2 < 0) region of photon momenta, where it is
integrated. Since now the propagator of the ρ meson is not a rational function of q2 , it cannot be
expressed as in eq. (3.5). Therefore, in order to be able to express the TFF in such form we approximate the form factor by imposing the condition obtained above that f (q2 ) vanishes and making
the substitution (4.2) in the rest of the expression in eq. (3.5). This allows us to represent the TFF
in such way that one can use the integral representation in [16] to obtain the aP,HLbL
contribution.
µ
P,HLbL
P,HLbL
−10
Thus, we obtain aµ
|LO+NLO − aµ
|LO = −0.09 · 10 .

6
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The prediction using the set of parameters from fit 1 is aP,HLbL
= (8.58 ± 0.16) · 10−10 , which deµ
spite a higher central value is completely compatible with the value we obtain using the parameters
of fit 2. This is expected since one can see from Figure 3 that the absolute value of the form factor
is larger for this set of parameters at large Q2i = −q2i ; however, since the integration kernels are
dominated by the region for Q2i . 1 GeV2 (as said above), the compatibility among both values is
expected.
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This is, nonetheless, just one of the possible NLO corrections in 1/NC to the anomalous magnetic moment. One-loop modifications to the π 0VV 0 vertex can be, e.g., equally important in the
space-like domain and may lead to a positive con tribution to aP,HLbL
. Thus, we take the absolute
µ
value of this shift as a crude estimate of the 1/NC effects:


∆aP,HLbL
= ±0.09 · 10−10 .
(4.4)
µ
1/NC

asym

5. Conclusions
We have given a more accurate description of the TFF within the framework of RχT, including
terms up to order m2P for the first time in a chiral invariant Lagrangian approach. This led to a more
precise computation of the contribution from the P-pole to aµ . By looking at the difference of
our results with that using the TFF in the chiral limit (0.20 · 10−10 ) it seems that further chiral
corrections will be negligible. Considering all possible contributions to the error, we get
−10
,
aP,HLbL
= (8.47 ± 0.16stat ± 0.091/NC +0.5
µ
−0.0 asym ) · 10

(5.1)

where the first error (stat) comes from the fit, the second from possible 1/NC corrections and the
last due to the wrong asymptotic (asym) behavior of our TFF estimated through the effect of heavier
vector resonances.
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